INTY (“It’s New to You”)
Chen Lin, music director and conductor
Angela Santangelo and Jackson Warren, conductors

Monday, February 12, 2007
Corbett Auditorium
8:00 p.m.

*ticketed event
PROGRAM

The Blue Hula (1981)  Tobias Picker  
(b. 1954)

Angela Santangelo, conductor

Selections from The Dangerous Liaisons (1994)  Conrad Susa  
(b. 1935)

Katherine Drago, Marquise de Merteuil  
Kelvin Chan, Vicomte de Valmont  
Danielle Walker, Présidente de Tourvel  
Suzanne Stone, Cécile de Volanges  
Kelly Hutchinson, Madame de Rosemonde  
Jackson Warren, conductor

—INTERMISSION—

(b. 1955)

Songs from the Pomegranate Garden  

i. Dos Amantes  
ii. Mi Corazon Debaxo la tu Ventana  
iii. Entre las Huertas  
iv. Malato 'sta el Hijo del Rey  
v. Ven Mos Amaremos

Christina Gill, mezzo-soprano  
Chen Lin, conductor

INITY

Chen Lin, music director  
Blake Richardson and Jackson Warren, assistant conductors

Violin I  
Shoshana Kay #*  
Jin Lee *  
Lao Lee *  
Tom Sobieski ^

Violin II  
So Hyung Bak *  
Virgil Lupu ^  
Abby Oliver *  
Oscar Vera *

Viola  
Carrie Campbell *  
Rachel Frank *  
Sara Rogers ^

Cello  
Jayna Gruenbaum *  
Paul Kruchoski ^  
Kenneth Schoon #*

Bass  
Matt Pennington *^  

cello

Flute  
Haemi Kim #  
Angela Massey ^  
Jennifer Nelson *

Oboe  
Rachel Hixon *  
Rebecca Marquardt ^

Clarinet  
Rachel Athas *  
David Hein ^  
Dan Meyer #  
Kristen Spiridon *

Bassoon  
Brandon Blankenship *  
Timothy LaPanne ^

* Plays on Picker  
^ Plays on Ben-Amots  
# Plays on Susa

Horn  
T.J. Snuffin ^  
Scott Warburton *

Trumpet  
Matthew Conley ^

Percussion  
Brian Ganch *^  
Jeremy Miller *^  

Guitar  
Jordan Dobson *